
PDi Virtual Warehousing

Manage your resources remotely using PDi’s virtual warehousing 

and benefit from maximising efficiency - cost reductions - space 

saving - global reach - real-time reports.

Whether you are in a sales/marketing meeting deciding what collateral to deploy 

and where to target a specific campaign or in a shareholders meeting and you need 

to send time-critical information to a select audience, using ‘virtual warehousing’ 

enables you to execute decisions instantly.

www.pdiuk.com

View stock online and 

target recipients using 

PDi’s ‘Virtual warehouse’ 

service. Simply select 

what you want to send and 

apply instructions on the 

database, and leave the 

rest to PDi. 

Virtual warehousing 

provides project 

stakeholders with line-of-

PDi Smart Distribution

PDi Rapid Document 
Creation

PDi Corporate Services

Finger-tip control - global reach

sight from stock control to delivery. The virtual service removes guesswork from a 

critical process. No special training required; you have a dashboard at your finger-

tips that affords real-time access to essential planning and progress reports.

Virtual warehousing provides actionable information so you can assess results and 

modify campaigns.
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Documents are securely stored and clients have password-protected on-line access to inventory, 

ordering and call off system. View and manage documents and up-to-date stock levels.

 

Immediate release of promotional marketing material or corporate collateral is available through PDi’s 

online ordering.

Online POD service

PDi’s online Track and Trace portal allows clients to track consignments through to final delivery with 

complete Proof of Delivery information provided.

PDi clients can access a booking facility from their local PC to view the quantity of goods available and 

manage their own stock and distribution requirements.

Whether high or low volume, short or long term, regular or infrequent, PDi tailor storage and distribution 

services to meet each client’s requirements.

Related services 

Password protected access to website 
 
On-line document view 
 
On-line stock levels 
 
On-line ordering 
 
Track and Trace

Reports service

Real-time stock control
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